Abstract
Introduction
One of the problems in point-based computer graphics is how to spread the contributions of the 2D projection from a single 3D point. The projection of a 3D point in the image space occupies only one pixel. The rendering algorithm somehow has to fill in the gaps in between pixels in order to avoid holes in the image. Moreover, even if the projected point cloud results in several points per pixel (so all their projections do not cause any holes), the high density of the points may still cause the problem of aliasing.
The most common method of rendering point clouds is to increase the size of each projected point to multiple pixels [1] [2] [3] . The contribution of the projected primitive has to be blended with the contribution of its neighbors. This technique is called splatting. Now, in order to blend the primitives correctly, they must be processed in a specific order in relation to the camera viewpoint (called visibility ordering). In fact, some primitives may not even be used for blending if the resulting blending of the foreground objects that lie in its projected area is completely opaque. This paper presents a new technique that searches all the data in linear time during rendering, using three pre-sorted lists. Our method can be used for any rendering algorithm that needs visibility ordering. Since it allows the visualization of inner structure, it also can be used for volume rendering.
Previous and Related Work
The splatting technique projects object primitives to the screen. If the original object primitive is only a point or a voxel, its projected contribution is spread over an area for hole-filling and anti-aliasing purposes (i.e., the point is splatted). This area is called a kernel, a footprint, or a splat, which can be defined in object-space (for instance, by centering a fixed-size disk on the 3D point) or in image-space. Each point of the kernel (or its projection) on the screen has color, and blending information, usually in the form of opacity.
If more than one kernel is projected to the same pixel, a composition scheme is needed, which often depends on the ordering of the splats. Occlusion is dealt with by either (1) searching through the objects in a specific order defined by the viewpoint location, or by (2) identifying which objects are actually visible before blending. Approach (2) is usually much faster because it only selects the frontmost splats for rendering.
Both approaches may still cause holes in the final image. The solution for this problem is to make the footprint as large as necessary to avoid these holes. This is not a simple task, since we may not have all the information necessary in order to fill the holes (for example, when we have range data acquired from photographs). Also, we may fill holes that should not be filled -i.e., they are part of the scene.
Another way to avoid holes in the rendered image is to ensure that there are enough point samples to match the resolution of all desired virtual views, i.e., if the scene is adequately sampled as shown by Grossman and Dally [4] . Holes can then be filled by blending pixels from lower resolution approximations of the image.
In order to speed up rendering, it is possible to construct a hierarchical representation of the data. Laur and Hanrahan proposed in [5] a hierarchical splatting algorithm, where the volume data is represented as a pyramid. Each level of the pyramid stores a different size footprint. During rendering, more than one level of the pyramid may be used in order to include greater detail from points closer to the viewpoint.
Many image-based rendering methods use images with depth (or range images) as primitives for rendering. Images with depth may contain more information about the data than just the color and 3D position. The visibility ordering is achieved by exploiting this information, using specific data structures and search orders. For example, it is very common to organize those images as a 3D structure called a layered depth image (LDI) [6] [7] . LDIs can be organized into hierarchical representations [8] to improve rendering performance.
The more recent surfel technique [9] [10], uses a hardware-assisted two-pass solution for this problem. First, the visible pixels are determined by projecting opaque polygons for each point (or surfel) to the screen. In the second pass, the z-buffer will then select the frontmost projected splats, which are defined as object space Elliptical Weighted Average (EWA) resampling filters, and projected and rendered as textured quadrilaterals. The algorithm is implemented using programmable vertex and pixel shaders.
Splatting is also used in volume visualization algorithms. In the first implementation of the splatting technique for volume rendering [3] , a front-to-back or back-to-front order is necessary in order to solve occlusion. Voxels that are closer to the image plane take precedence over farther voxels.
In order to avoid sorting, Westover [3] chooses the axis that is closest to perpendicular to the image plane and renders the slices of that axis in a front-to-back order. This is called axis-aligned splatting. It produces some artifacts when the selected axis changes. Mueller and Crawfis proposed a modification in the technique by slicing the volume with sheets parallel to the image plane [11] , thus avoiding the artifacts.
Recently, Chen et al. in [12] implemented Westover's algorithm in hardware, using Elliptical Weighted Average volume splatting. Their algorithm attained interactive frame rates by loading the whole visible volume (i.e., the part with nonzero opacity) to the graphics memory. They were not able to remove the "popping" artifacts.
We have developed here a new artifact-free technique that maintains the visibility ordering needed for some applications, while being generic enough to be applied to several different point-based and volume rendering datasets.
Our Approach
A simple way to guarantee a back to front order of compositing is to form three lists of points, sorted along the X, Y, and Z axes. Then we choose the axis that is most closely aligned with the viewing ray (or its negative) and use that list in its sorted (or reverse sorted) order. There are three ways to choose the axis. (1) If this decision is made per frame, as in [3] , based on the viewing ray at the image center, the whole image may appear to pop at the frame which switches to a new sorting order. (2) In a perspective view, the decision can be made per pixel ray, using clipping. This was first introduced in [13] and is generalized here for any point-based and volume rendering data. (It is the basic algorithm presented in section 5.) In this case, there is a moving set of transition lines across which the order changes with the changing view, creating smaller but still visible artifacts, as the switching region becomes 1-D in image space but also 1-D in time. (3) In this paper, we also propose a third method, which effectively blends the sorting order in a region near these transition lines, so that the artifacts are much less noticeable.
Note that unlike [11] , we do not need to resample the volume. Therefore, the application of our technique to the real-time framework presented in [12] is straightforward.
Ellipsoidal and Elliptical Gaussian Kernels
The goal of the splatting technique is to reconstruct images from a point cloud. The original point cloud is created using some kind of sampling technique -either from synthetic or real data. The reconstruction is obtained by the blending of the splats from the point cloud. Each type of splat used may have several different shapes and blending properties. The use of splats affects the resulting aliasing and frequency of the image because they are actually filtering the data [14] .
Filtering a signal means to bandlimit its frequency. The idea is to discard all the frequencies that we believe do not belong to the original signal or cannot be reconstructed. The filters that are most often used are low-pass filters -they cut off the copies of higher frequencies.
In this paper we are particularly interested in splats defined by a truncated Gaussian kernel. There are several advantages to using a Gaussian kernel as a filter. Gaussians are very efficient and easy to implement, and a small kernel is usually enough for our reconstruction. Furthermore, for the purpose of using the framework presented in this paper for volume rendering, we have to select a filter that fits our 2D technique. In fact, it can be shown that in an orthogonal projection, the integral of a 3D Gaussian is a 2D Gaussian [15] (see Figure 2a) . This is based on the Volume Splatting work of Zwicker in [16] , and can be proved by integration along the projection direction.
In the perspective projection case, we are interested in the projection of the 3D ellipsoid onto the image plane. We know that the perspective projection of an ellipsoid is an ellipse. Figure 2b illustrates that the projection of an ellipsoid is a conic section [15] .
(a) Profile is a parabola.
(b) 2D slice of (a) (c) Profile is a hyperbola.
(d) 2D slice of (c) If the ellipsoid is entirely on one side of the plane through the viewpoint, the elliptical cone will intersect the image plane in a single, connected curve, which lies in a bounded region of the plane, so it must be an ellipse (or a circle). Notice that here we must assume that the ellipsoid is always in front of the image plane. Figure 3 illustrates that if our assumption does not hold, when the ellipsoid extends partly behind the viewer, the projected profile may be a hyperbola or a parabola.
Therefore, since the orthogonal projection of a 3D Gaussian is a 2D Gaussian, and an ellipsoid projection is an ellipse, we can approximate a 3D Gaussian by a 2D elliptical kernel. Thus, if we use a Gaussian kernel in our algorithms we can apply the same technique for volume rendering as well, even for perspective projection.
Our Algorithm
The application of our technique in any point-based rendering framework is straightforward. First, we create three sorted lists of all primitives, one for each axis X, Y , and Z. Then, for each list, we project all points to the image. In our implementation, we represent each projected primitive as an ellipse (it can be any shape, depending on the application). The ellipses are rendered as textured quadrilaterals. As the Proceedings of the XVIII Brazilian Symposium on Computer Graphics and Image Processing (SIBGRAPI'05) splats are added to the image, we accumulate their color and opacity contributions using standard alpha-blended composition. The contribution of each splat is stored in the alpha channel. Finally, the color channel is normalized by dividing it by the accumulated alpha.
If our data is volumetric, each primitive is represented as an ellipsoid, which is the support of our 3D Gaussian kernel. Then, based on the Volume Splatting work of Zwicker in [16] , we project the ellipsoid onto the image plane. As seen in the previous section, each projection of an ellipsoid is an ellipse.
The pseudocode for this technique is:
1. Build three global sorted lists, one for each axis (X, Y and Z). For some data the sorting is not necessary (e.g., volume data in a structured grid). See section 6. (c) Calculate and composite the color and opacity of each pixel in the quadrilateral, using the texture.
3. Normalize the accumulated color, by dividing by the accumulated alpha.
4. Display the image. Figure 4 illustrates our rendering pipeline. After the primitive is projected by the CPU, the rendering is finalized by the OpenGL engine, with the help of vertex and fragment programs.
Although the lists are searched using the correct visibility order of the primitives in step 2, which list we pick first does not matter.
Step 2c is implemented as a fragment program. The fragment color and opacity are computed by multiplying the color from the primitive and the gaussian texture. If the alpha value of the fragment is less than or equal to 0.0001 then the fragment is killed. This is done to remove small contributions from the pipeline to avoid numerical errors. The final step of normalizing the color of the image (step 3) is also implemented as a fragment program.
Pre-Sorting
We maintain three lists of all ellipsoids sorted by the X, Y and Z components of each primitive. Each pixel in the image will receive contribution for only one of these lists. We pick the axis list corresponding to the component of the viewing ray's direction vector with largest absolute value.
The list to be chosen depends on the X, Y and Z components of the virtual ray of that pixel. The choice is defined by the component with largest absolute value. The direction of searching the list is defined by the sign of this component, front-to-back if it is negative and back-to-front if it is positive.
A list is only searched if there is at least one viewing ray whose largest component X, Y or Z is the one that identifies the list.
For the purpose of rendering, we first project all primitives to the image plane (step 2a of the algorithm). During this step, we also identify which lists (X, Y and/or Z) we have to process to project each primitive. A few primitives may have to be splatted two or three times.
Of course, each pixel should not receive the contribution of a splat more than once. The splat must be clipped accordingly, and this is done using OpenGL clipping planes.
Removing Artifacts
The method just described has some limitations that may cause artifacts for some models. The majority of the problems occur in volumetric datasets.
If the size of the projected splat is too large, if the splat overlaps several other splats, and if this happens near the limit of an axis region, the separation between the axes will be visible in the final image. However, for still images, we have only noticed this problem when we generated a synthetic volume with large ellipsoids. This problem may also happen for datasets with elliptical surface splats when we have a similar situation (i.e., large splats), although in this case the artifacts will be much less noticeable, since the frontmost implicit surface will be completely opaque. Similar artifacts may appear when we use a regular grid volumetric dataset, although they are barely noticeable -the lines will only be evident when we zoom in into the image (as in Figure 10b , which is a close-up view of Figure 9a ). For animations using a moving viewpoint the artifacts are more noticeable, because they move coherently.
These artifacts are the result of the discrete nature of the algorithm. There is a discontinuity at the borders of the regions. To remove these artifacts we have to modify the algorithm for the purpose of making a smoothly blend transition between the sorted orders near the lines where they switch. The solution for this problem is twofold. First, we render each list to a hardware pixel buffer (pbuffer) (Figure 6 ). Second, for every list, we render each quadrilateral vertex i with an extra parameter w i (a weight) at each corner i. Assuming that the viewpoint is at the origin, w i is calculated per-vertex v i :
where v neighbor's region the algorithm is going to project splats for blending.
While searching through the lists, the algorithm will only project the splats where at least one of the corners has h > 0. We do this to avoid projecting the whole dataset for every list (when h = 0). For example, in Figure 5 , if we are searching through the list of axis X, splats A and C are considered for rendering, and splat B is discarded. If h = 0, all splats are projected three times, one time for each list. The value h = 1 is not allowed. The closer h is to 1, the less splats are projected more than one time.
The value of w must be interpolated for every pixel of the splat. We use h as one of the parameters for the vertex program. Here, w i is calculated in hardware, and it is set as one component of the secondary color of the vertex i. Then, the values of w are automatically interpolated by the OpenGL engine. Later, a fragment program stores the interpolated value of w i as a depth value in the pbuffer.
For each pbuffer, the color and opacity are blended using traditional alpha-blended composition. The weights w stored in the depth buffer do not need to be accumulated, since they are the same for every contribution to the same pixel in the same pbuffer. No depth test is performed.
After processing the splats in all lists, the three textures from each pbuffer are merged using a fragment program. The color C p for each pixel p is
where C n is the color, including the alpha component, and w n is the weight of the fragment for pbuffer n, and n can be 0 (axis X), 1 (axis Y ) or 2 (axis Z). For our implementation, we use h = 0.85 (as seen in Figure 6 ). The higher h is the faster the algorithm runs. However, h cannot be too high, otherwise the effect will be comparable to simply clipping the splats, causing problems similar to those described earlier in this section. For instance, if h = 0.95 we are able to see the transition lines in an animation. Figure 7 shows our modified algorithm. Now we cannot clip any quadrilateral, since the areas between the axes regions are smoothed out by the blending of those quadrilaterals. (In our basic algorithm they were clipped against the boundary of the axes regions). Also, notice that now we may search through a list even if no viewing ray has the largest component equal to the one that identifies the list. Instead, we search through any list where w > 0 is true for any viewing ray of the image.
Results
In this section we show the results of applying our technique to several different types of point-based and volume rendering methods. Unless otherwise noted, all images are rendered using the basic algorithm. Figure 1 shows the result of our technique applied to classic splatting (Figure 1(a) and (b) ) and to the ellipsoid projection method of [16] (Figure 1(c) and (d) ) using range data with estimated depth uncertainty [13] . Notice how we cannot see the discontinuity of the axes region borders in (a) and (c).
In (a) and (b) we have used a circular 2D elliptical splat oriented perpendicular to the estimated normal of each point. The model used here is The Frederick P. Brooks, Jr. Reading Room in Sitterson Hall at UNC-Chapel Hill. This model has 362880 points. In (c) and (d), instead of only using the depth information per pixel, we compute a depth uncertainty region around it [13] . Next, we render the depth with uncertainty by splatting 3D ellipsoidal Gaussian kernels (based on the EWA Volume Splatting work in [16] ). The size of each ellipsoid is given by how uncertain the depth of the point is; the higher the uncertainty, the larger the ellipsoid. Also, the higher the uncertainty, the less weight it has for the final blending. The contribution of the ellipsoid is also weighted according to how close the angle of the current viewpoint is to the original image's viewpoint of this ellipsoid. For more information refer to [13] . The model used here has four 300x300 input images. Figure 8 shows our technique applied to light field rendering using colored point clouds, also called hyperline rendering [17] . Each geometric point is represented in the light field rayspace, and it is called a geometry hyperline. The resulting footprint of each geometry hyperline is blended in a way that it is similar to the splatting technique; therefore, it also needs sorting. The 'mate' dataset is a 3D model obtained from five 300x300 input images of a synthetic model rendered using a ray tracer. Similar to Figure 1 , the borders where the projections of axes intersect do not appear in the rendered image. Figure 9 shows the result of a direct volume rendering algorithm from a foot model. The model is a 183x255x125 rectangular solid with 1-byte of density information for each voxel. It is important to notice that for this kind of model -a structured, regular grid -we do not need to create the sorting lists. Instead, we only have to search through the sheets of every axis, in a front-to-back or back-to-front order (depending on how our blending is performed).
Next, a comparison between using the basic algorithm (with OpenGL clipping planes), and rendering to hardware Figure 9 ."Optimized" means optimized for memory access.
pbuffers which are later blended, is shown in Figure 10 . Figure 10b shows how the artifacts usually appear when using the basic algorithm in volumetric data. Since the artifacts are best viewed in computer animations we refer readers to http://www.inf.unisinos.br/∼chris/sibgrapi2005 . Finally, figure 11 shows the foot dataset with a different opacity and color map, with both inner (bone) and outer (flesh) structures.
The performance comparison between the basic algorithm with OpenGL clipping planes, the rendering to pbuffers with different values of h, and Westover's axisaligned implementation are shown in Table 1 (for a viewpoint where the all three axes lists are projected) and Table 2 (for an image plane parallel to the X − Y plane, where only the list for axis Z is projected). The resolution of the rendered images is 512 x 512 pixels. The number of splats indicates how many splats were projected for each method. The optimized version of our algorithms replicates the data for each list, without including points where opacity is equal to zero. In this case, if the opacity map changes, the lists have to be recreated. The foot model has 5833125 points, of which 897229 have opacity greater than zero for the opacity map used in our tests. Our algorithms were implemented in OpenGL using Windows XP running on a 3.0 Ghz Pentium 4 with 2 Gb memory, and an NVIDIA 6600 GT graphics card with 128 Mb memory. Notice that with the exception of the methods where h = 0, which we do not advocate, all methods achieved frame rates above 1 frame per second.
Conclusions
We have presented here a new, hardware-assisted technique for rendering splats while maintaining the correct visibility ordering. Our basic algorithm is simple and it is easily applied to any point-based algorithm that needs viewpoint sorting for rendering. Also, the render to pbuffer version our algorithm is especially interesting for applications that need more visual information than just the implicit sur- face of the objects, as is usually the case for volume rendering, and volume splatting from depth with uncertainty.
Method
In the future we plan to further exploit our technique using the capabilities of the newest graphics hardware in the market. As an example, it is straightforward to apply our technique to the real-time implementation in [12] .
